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1. Living through Chaos

To live through a violent conflict is to have been in the midst of chaos. Chaos, by definition, has no order but yet in human relationships we know deeply that much chaos is resolved in seeking identifiable scapegoats who are blamed yet are not responsible, driven out, killed or maintained within our midst as identified patients.

Through such mechanisms a degree of order is maintained, the order secured in the loss of human possibilities for the scapegoat. The scapegoating process is deeply hidden within successful societies. Girard spoke of 

“human beings must become reconciled without the aid of sacrificial intermediaries or resign themselves to the imminent extinction of humanity…The definitive renunciation of violence, without any second thoughts, will become the sine qua non for the survival of humanity itself and for each of us” (Girard, 1987,pp136 -137) 

In the story of Jesus with Mad Mob in the graveyard he met such an identified patient through which the town of Gerasa secured its peace, the man with no name. The man filled with the madness of all the townspeople loaded on to him, so much filled up that he no longer could use his own name and with it had lost his identity. 

Though a conflict in Western Europe, nurtured in what many modern European citizens believe to be a religious, and therefore remote historical conflict, we have all been part of making ‘our sense’ in that conflict by scapegoating others different to us. 

	I ask are we condemned to remain temporarily securing our lives with the illusion of the peace secured in scapegoating others?
	Are we so wedded to this scapegoating mechanism that we know of no other way to live?
	Is it so difficult to choose to live with one another in a new manner? 

Stability and Secrets no More
In Northern Ireland one learns the essential truth that is hidden within the structures of stable societies.  That is that states, nations and religions have violent edges and that, in their formation, violence has been a very present reality that is readily drawn on, when all becomes uncertain. 

Chaos has no order; in chaos there are no relationships of a lasting quality, except those that get me through today. ‘Today’s allies can be tomorrow’s threat’.


In a conflict separation is seductive
Conflicts feed adaptation and separation more than the generation of new and bold steps together. Conflicts generate an internal logic for each of the fighting traditions and almost all centre on the denial of the other having a place. 

“A future without the other” is still implicit in most political ideologies in conflict. 
Those that do speak about the other being involved, in reality mean ‘you are in after we win’.

Being loyal whilst all others are understood to be disloyal
The dynamics of life in Northern Ireland are, for me, best understood in interpreting where I live as an ethnic frontier, a term proposed by Frank Wright. (Wright, 1992)

Here you cannot just be a citizen, you are forced to be either a member of the ‘loyal’ group or the ‘disloyal’ group; you are a member of one group with a national identity opposed to all others (Wright, 1996).

People adapt and are cautious and fearful of being with ‘the others’. Adaptation has also meant a learned caution, or even fear, when dealing with the political leadership of the communal enemy.

The potential of violence
In the midst of political violence, relationships between people from different sides of the division in question take place within the shadow of that violence.  Even where there is no personal hostility, the potential for violence arising from politics justifies defensiveness, evasiveness, diversion, avoidance and caution.  Group identity is secured.





The logic of separation




There are often strong pressures on everyone to conform to the fears of their community or tradition. Those who break rank risk being perceived as traitors and can face sanction by more radical elements within their own traditions, often with the tacit support of the rest of the community.

Individual identity is always linked to some communal belonging because strangers are people who do not fit in and are therefore to be distrusted.

The threat of violence to us allows us to justify-‘our actions’ and condemn ‘theirs’
The threat of violence calls forth a response from us when we are threatened, usually in terms of justifying our retaliatory and defensive violence. My call for “security” makes the other feel “unjustly treated”; the other’s call for “justice” makes me become “insecure” and we readily continue our relationship within a vicious spiral of misunderstanding and fear.

We clearly distinguish between the ‘bad’ use of violence (that which threatens us and is used by the other) and the ‘good’ use of violence (that which protects us and we can readily justify). In a context such as Northern Ireland, we have different and sometimes opposite ideas of what is force and what is violence. Securing an agreed law and order becomes a central issue. 

In such spaces we become ambivalent about violence; ours is always justified, theirs is always unacceptable.

The reality in such a place is that ‘all actions of the others’ are unacceptable and ‘all actions by us’ are understandable. In such circles many people are only brought up to see the other as devious and always threatening. Such a society has the capacity to turn ‘even the benign into dust’ (Barclay).

When polarisation forces us to look pessimistically at the worst things coming from their side, that which is redeeming often disappears from our attention.  (P 512 Wright)

It is so difficult to enable new reconciling actions in the midst of such communal deterrence. The overwhelming reality has been of separate cultures perpetuating themselves in this fearful climate. 

In the frontier all aspects of life become hostage to it, sometimes reinforced by elements of religious belief.
The divisions in our society are not just felt on the margins but experienced, and often avoided, in the centre of institutional and organisational life. This avoidance of the other is often denied as people interpret their actions as” merely following” their individual sporting, cultural, voluntary, religious or community activities in their ‘free time’. 

Many people maintain cultural separation and distance from ‘the other’ and so patterns and structures of separation are consolidated in the ‘twinkling of an eye’. Cultural religions, sometimes masquerading as faith, have played a major part in this disabling process where the other is absent and unacknowledged. 

Cultural Common Sense - Separation, Avoidance and Politeness 




“In our town everyone knows about everyone else, on all sides…There have been incidents in the town between the traditions but there is a silence about who did it, even though, within each group, people know who did the different actions on behalf of their group.”

Here the communal politeness ritualises the tension and makes it manageable.  However the other cannot be got rid of and all remains an uneasy peace.

The Space for Meeting Together is Diminished

So, in a contested place the very need for relationships of trust to be established is diminished by people being culturally prepared for separation, avoidance or politeness.  In such encounters the tools and expertise to be at ease and confident with the other are blunted further and states of polite concealed aggression are settled for.

In such a contested place churches are ‘institutions in bad conscience’. They behave as if they are in the centre of stable nations when, in reality, the frontier confronts them with their connivance with one tradition, their ambivalence about violence and their alliances with different cultural traditions. 

In such actions (or inactivity) they diminish the gospel text which invites ‘men and women, slave and free, Greek and Jew’ to enter a new, inclusive and transcending identity in the shelter of the gospel.  In such a place Christianity becomes a religion, a story told by the victors, not a faith, one where a community lives in the knowledge of the victim made scapegoat. 

In such a chaotic place the space for human meetings between people from different beliefs and histories is diminished.

Through living in a contested society one becomes acutely aware of how people’s feet, including my own, are prepared to walk towards those you are told you are like and away from those you are told you are different to.

When people and the organisations we participate in are so easily able to learn separation and cement partisanship there are huge societal costs. One such cost is the erosion of any models of relationship and common activity that models trust between diverse peoples and traditions.

The cumulative reality of growing up in an ethnic frontier then is:

1.	That we are more at ease with those who are similar to us and less prepared to and prepared for meeting those who are different to us.

2.	Such a lack of relationships and structures between people across the traditional divide who are at ease with one another bedevils any processes moving forward.



















2. Seeking the Gap of Opportunity

Living in a conflict that has both periods of intense emotion and periods of respite sometimes offers prolonged gaps in violent activity. In such gaps some people have been able to choose to do other things; to re-group, to rest, to imagine, to reflect. 

It is in such gaps sometimes that people and groups might begin to consider other ways to live; the limits of their intolerance. (Wilson, 1994, Fitzduff, 1989) 

In such gaps some people have become aware of inconsistencies of views. In such gaps people can choose to break with the old ways of generating order in victimising and scapegoating.

The Space of Meeting-"Spaces where my security is in your hands."

To meet the other I have been brought up to fear and place my safety in his or her hands is counter cultural. For the other to place their safety in my hands is counter cultural also. 

Yet that this reality of meeting together can lead to unexpected results that contrast with all that has gone before is a deep knowledge carried by people with experience in reconciliation work. (Fitzduff, 1989; Wilson 1994) 

In the midst of a conflict, cultural commonsense teaches us not to move in this direction-the cultural fears pull against such potential reconciling actions. 

Where this has been experienced, the experience of being safe with others has been primarily at an inter-personal or small group level. (Wilson, 1994) This is the work of reconciliation.

The Space of Learning-Living in new Relationships

To live in relationships where each person has their place, is acknowledged as being different and is valued as a member of society, is to belong.

We learn in relationships, whether those relationships are with people close to us or in institutions and organizations.

One educational approach is to assist people examine the relationships they are involved with. 

	Relationships characterised by continual and destructive rivalry are unhappy and very destructive. Such relationships leave deep uncertainty as their legacy.
	Struggling to achieve what is unachievable is another form of rivalry. Perfection is one such example; staying young is another; exclusive Nationalisms are another, especially in an ethnic frontier.

Some of the time we consume our lives in such behaviours. Such relationships do not assist reconciliation. 
Spaces Where I Learn to Take Responsibility-An End to Scapegoating?				
In a conflict the search for order is often secured in finding the scapegoat. 

In our conflict, the dead of the conflict, the injured, the intimidated people and families are our scapegoats. They are all people sacrificed out of our inability to find relationships together and political structures that mediate those relationships. 

Example:
Maura spoke on the eve of the 25th anniversary of her son’s murder by paramilitary gunmen.  Earlier in the evening, over a meal, she had spoken with present day members of the group that had been associated with her son’s death all those years ago for which no one has ever been convicted.

When she spoke, she indicated that she would rather be the mother of someone who had been killed than of someone who had killed.  She hoped that the killers had made new choices in life.

In that moment some people associated with that paramilitary group now group, although young at the time, recalled the atmosphere in their street at the death of Maura’s son and remembered the cheers that went up.  These men, hearing Maura went out of the room, sick with that past memory being recalled when meeting and hearing Maura. Some hours later they expressed their deep sorrow.

Here the scapegoat of their group returned and stood before these men and all the feelings previously driven out and away from their lives returned and entered the space between them. In dealing with these feelings by speaking with the parent of their scapegoat all were able to move on in some manner.

When your scapegoat, or their representative, stands before you can either try to push them away or deal with the feelings that come up and find some new way forward together-a restorative relational way forward (Wilson & Morrow, 1996).

That there are victims relatives, survivors and former paramilitaries that are open to this process, wishing no more hatred and killing gives us all something to learn from and follow.

Spaces where Trust has to become a new reality. 
The central reconciliation task is about carrying the knowledge and experience that space for understanding between people and traditions needs secured for the whole society and that this involves personal and organisational risk taking (Morrow, 1991).

The central reconciliation task is that we advocate for this practice to be modelled not just in and between faith tradition groups, trades union groups, women’s groups and work with children and young people in the different communities but secured as core experiences within the policies, programmes and practice of the central organisations and institutions in our society with a political mandate to promote trust and secure a plural society. 

The dynamics of living in a contested place are that people are not culturally prepared to walk towards one another, to meet and include, but are more readily prepared for separation and distance from the other 

Reconciliation work is about promoting new ways of being together that contrast with the separating ways we have learned.

Reconciliation is about demonstrating that sometimes deeply estranged people like you and me can take risks in relationships and build new and inclusive organisational cultures in the midst of a society where most of us are more readily prepared for separation’

If I am culturally and religiously prepared for separation how can I act my way into a new way of being with those others I am ‘wise to’ but not ‘wise about’-those I ‘know of’ but do not really ‘know’?

Space to Learn that People Make Change Possible
In my own experience a turning point in life was being with one individual in 1965, the now 85-year-old Founder of the Corrymeela Community who had been a prisoner of war for three years, ending with being in Dresden when it was bombed. As one vigorously committed to reconciliation between Germany and Britain in those post war years, Ray challenged us with a vision of community and an ecumenical view of the world. 

In the creation of the Corrymeela Reconciliation Community in 1965 he gave us possibilities to move beyond the excluding and separate ways of living which so many of us were prepared for in Northern Ireland as we grew up. 

It is people taking steps forward that change the directions of groups, organisations and societies. How is it that we so easily lose faith in our possibilities to effect change by taking such simple steps?

“A group meeting between teachers and community activists were sharing experiences of living and working here.  Story after story is told.  In one a woman from a Catholic Irish Republican tradition speaks about nursing a dying member of the British security forces dying on the street while neighbours around her call her names, saying ‘’he is not worth it’. Her response was that, although an Irish Republican politically she was a Christian by faith and she would stay with him till help arrived. In the telling of the story the protestant people in the group listen deeply, it is the experience of this woman that moves them all, some to tears.” 
(A case study from work facilitated by D Wilson, 1994)

The assumptions of Protestants are both reinforced and shattered in this experience. Which way will people choose? The story of the crowd fits their stereotypes of Republicans whereas the challenge comes from listening to the woman’s anguish and struggle to put humanity and faith above politics?

In such spaces the need for meeting can free people who are otherwise hostage to the communal fears and communal common sense.
Learning anew-Wider European Parallels

The dynamics of ethnic frontiers are increasingly part of wider European realities, often approximated to within large areas of some of our cities.  In such places the workplace may well become a new boundary of ethnic frontier politics.

The prosperity and stability of regions are deeply linked with their ability to harness the talents and social interchanges, the social capital (Putnam, 1993) between diverse peoples, traditions and skills.  

Are the metropolitan centres that are modern European cities able to embrace ‘the other’ as Europe expands, as people from old Empires come back into our midst, as those who seek refuge, asylum or a new chance in life knock on our doors?

In such new challenges the workplace is becoming a crucible for new relationships between us and with those newly arrived? Is it not now time, drawing on our experience, for churches, unions, employers and humanitarian groups to give attention to the character of our workplaces and institutions and ensure they are places that grow respect and mutual understanding?

The task of reconciliation is still peripheral
The broad reconciliation agenda needs the creation of safe spaces, spaces where difficulties are addressed and new models of relationships tried, tested and developed. Such work has often been dependent on brave and courageous people and groups, often silently taking risks. 

When people do meet it is possible, at least, to understand the dynamics we all are caught up in and that very action and knowledge breaks the mechanisms’ hold a little.  
What we need are ways in which these individual experiences of change are held and carried by groups and organisations. Eventually this will need to be assisted by a public policy climate that establishes trust building as a core strategic objective.

We need people and groups to create spaces where people can meet to imagine, play, recreate and work together. 

In such spaces people experience new ways to be together; new ways to speak about their fears and hopes and new ways to listen and remain with one another without the old fears dominating. 

In such ways people learn to be co-responsible; people can learn joint ways to govern shared organisations such as integrated schools, mixed workplaces and reconciliation groups. These are the skills necessary for securing new organisational ways of working that acknowledge differences and build a plural future.

Reconciliation work in an ethnic frontier is, initially, understood to be peripheral. Yet through our work and the work of others we see this understanding deepen- and become more central to institutional life and public policy.  Reconciliation is in all our interests.

Church, Community and Reconciliation

Church and Community
For those concerned with church life it is a salutary lesson to explore how partisan such church organisations are in a conflict. A central task for the churches is how they can create ways that acknowledge ‘the others’ in some manner within their life, structures and programmes.

While acknowledging the work that some people have undertaken from within a church base, the reality is that this work has been carried by individuals and small groups more often than by institutional proclamation. 

A dominant influence in the churches in Northern Ireland has been an implicit theology of separation. This has meant that that the religious institutions have been unable to model ways of living inclusively; the organisations associated with them in everything from youth clubs, uniformed organisations and adult education groups have been separating institutions more than mediating, integrating or facilitating ones.  

(Of course there have been beacons such as the Irish School of Ecumenics, the Irish Council of Churches Peace Education Project, the Evangelical Contribution to Northern Ireland, the Conference of Religious in Ireland, the YMCA, Cornerstone, Rostrevor, Maranatha Columba House, Columbanus, Corrymeela and others yet these remain sustained by the committed individuals more than the energetic commitments of the different denominations and all are not ecumenical.)

Ecumenical Church Fora
The recent growth of Church Fora in local areas has been a most welcome development.  However it is important to note that often such work was undertaken in response to invitations from trusted third parties, laypeople or the local district Council Chief Executive, acting as civic leaders. 

These fora initiatives are important because they are invitational and inclusive in their character. The focus of activity is often commonly agreed important civic work. Here the churches can develop a Civic Leadership function around civic events and themes. Here the clergy are involved in reflection, some expressing regret and sorrow for past actions by people within their traditions. 





We need an understanding of peace and reconciliation work that:

 Empowers individuals and small groups in their educational work or work on community issues to work outside and around those ways that continually trap us- finding ways forward together

Supports translators and interpreters who understand the needs on the ground and are able to link those issues and themes with the political, institutional and policy needs at the apex. This creates people whom Lederach calls ‘insider partials’. (Lederach,1997)

Engages and enables champions of approaches that can be incorporated within the political, public, private and voluntary sectors.

The Space of Application
In our society a reconciliation approach needs to be diverse in its reach, focussed on personal, group and organisational opportunities and informed by a political awareness of the ethnic frontier. 

Moving out of conflict there needs to be a critical mass of people working on similar issues or sharing similar approaches but promoting these in very different and varied manners. 





work in good faith and be open to possibilities which evolve; 

be modest about the contribution people can make 

be open to all those others who are unexpected allies working within that same location.

This means being open to people working out of faith perspectives, differing political perspectives, community activists, trade unionists and others. 

It is important to commit oneself for the long haul, with or without one political solution in view, knowing that these processes are essential for civil society.

|Reconciliation work must build practices and models, which contrast with what exists and invite people into an agreed society. 

Reconciliation work has to be in a state of invitation, essentially open to all because of a belief in the power of relationships in which real and lasting changes can occur.  

What are the possibilities and costs of learning anew, of being confident to move with ones feet towards the other, being more understanding and wise about the other? Such possibilities are a new quality of relationships across divisions and distrust.

“New histories will only take root…if they grow out of new relationships which give them meaning. If we explore our histories together with people whose experience is of the opposite side of the deterrence relationships, then new history may eventually flourish.” (Wright, 1990, p 30)

Assisting Contrasts Evolve 
Peace work has to have more the character of inclusion and invitation. In a word it needs to develop the character of ‘contrast’(Eyben, Keys, Morrow & Wilson, 2002).
In such an atmosphere unexpected understandings evolve, unexpected sharing occurs and is acknowledged. Such unexpected outcomes are seeds of new relationships and possibilities of crossing the line of separation.

Such experiences and such fragile groups, as they meet, are invitations into a new life beyond the conflict, not forgetting the conflict but also not being so dominated by the hurts that future lives are condemned also (Hamber, 1998).

What has this to do with the ecumenical task? 

God’s will is about the promoting of justice and right relationships between people and within and between institutions if we are to make the earth a different place.  

It is an understanding that there is no place for an individual faith unless that same faith propels one into taking that theme of finding right relationships into all aspects of life.

This witness is world centred and involves the interpersonal, social, economic, justice and environmental aspects. 

It carries within it a deep assertion that we are all interdependent as a contrast to a world obsessed with individual independence.
 
Working with other institutions and seeking to bring these perspectives into their daily practice is where the business of the faith community must be, not in exhortation or trumpeting, but in the silent commitments of many relationships, words and actions, in creating the spaces where people are respected and valued and where differences are not hidden.

This Jesus we follow lived in a form of ethnic frontier. He crossed the lines of rivalry between religions, identities, wealth and gender. He was with the poor and those of different abilities. Many of the people he met experienced new beginnings with him, yet were allowed to choose otherwise, as they were still mimetic with the culture, attitudes and fears of those they lived with.

Jesus railed against religious people who put ideology or belief before relationships and meeting, turning them into obstacles.  He continually pointed out how people’s rivalries were drawing them into losing the wider picture and consuming their lives, drawing on the stories and incidents of brothers and sisters fighting from Cain and Abel, Joseph and his brothers, Martha and Mary.

He was the ultimate scapegoat, urging people to see how the mob was driving the scapegoat process and able to discern that they had lost their reason.  To the end he still wished them to be healed and turned in a new direction, “Father Forgive them-they know not what they do..”





The challenge for churches and people with a faith perspective then is to carry these understandings of the gospel into all the social spaces we are formed within. 

I am arguing that we turn our attention to challenging practices in the social settings and workplaces people move within. 

The church in theory is one institution where all conditions of people belong together. Can it be a community of contrast, a sign and an instrument that diverse peoples can be together?

The increasing separation from those who have different experiences, educationally economically and socially, means there is less knowledge and experience of difference within us. In Corrymeela we seek to remain a diverse community and centre where unexpected people connect across the lines of separation.

When people lose connecting points with those different to them, this is a disabling reality. It has implications for our future social cohesion and for attempts to build a more inclusive society.

Scapegoating and the Gospel texts

The scapegoat theme and unveiling the danger of escalating mimetic rivalry was for Girard and his close friend who worked with us, Roel Kaptein (Kaptein,1993), the central theme being revealed in Jesus’ life.  

In the moments before the Crucifixion we are confronted with the ways in which people and groups often resolve difficulties, preferring their own to others; being prepared to scapegoat those who are no more responsible than we are. 

The Girardian view of the Gospels is of a text continually seeking to unveil and unmask these rivalrous and scapegoating ways of securing ourselves through the denial and victimising of others.  To unveil these mechanisms has become a dominant task in our educational work with people and groups. 

These insights give new possibilities for ecumenical action.  To be centrally engaged in unlocking this knowledge and the manners in which people and groups are trapped in repeating (being mimetic with) rivalries and scapegoating rather than being open to new models of meeting and organisational practice is an educational task for all.

It is liberating to practically connect Gospel insights to those spaces and practices where people and organisations do their work of freeing people for growth and development. It only makes sense when expressed in concrete themes, language and practice.  It is rightly rejected when clothed in religious language.

We are all too quick to identify with Abel, the victim, and none to ready to say we belong to Cain. And yet we are closer to Cain than Abel.

 Cain was the modern man, the person wedded to the new tools and the new economy; the man prepared to kill and deny that action in order to get his way.  We are too readily wedded to readily claiming that we are victims than acknowledge our link to the story and actions of the victimiser. 

Living out the ecumenical reality means that we:
belong together;
maintain a faithful stance that deals with facts not myths and martyrs, 
are located in the midst of rivalrous pressures without being completely overwhelmed by them;
seek to be a contrast to those pressures that demand resolute belonging to at least one conflicting tradition;
live in a manner where the past is acknowledged but a future of new relationships is anticipated and lived out;
follow a God of the Future, a god of the Exodus in the midst of traditions that honour a god of the past.

In the experiences of the disciples and followers of Jesus I read of men and women who sometimes understood little of what this Jesus was about and yet moved with him. 

They were continually frustrated by his openness to others; they were shocked by his challenges to pompous religious outlooks and they were continually invited to see God being with those who were the outcasts; the marginal and peripheral of this world.  

One of the ways to follow ‘Gods will’ is to commit to relationships and practices which seek to include those different to us. 

Deep down it is to know that each of our places will only be secure when we secure the place of the other first-that too is a Gospel understanding.

The ethnic frontier of Northern Ireland gives an opportunity to seize gospel insights on rivalry, scapegoating and trust building and apply them to educational work, institutional structures and cross-community meetings.  It may have been a harsh location but it has released insights.

When our feet get used to walking towards those we have historically been estranged from we will become very wise; wise enough to continually work to ensure that our interdependence, one with another, remains at the forefront of communal life. 
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